PHONE SHIELDS
POCKET STICKER
Reflects up to 99% of Microwave Radiation Away from Body
So you are careful about NOT putting your radiation
emitting mobile near your head. That’s good. But think
about this: what body parts get the radiation when you
put the thing on your pocket, bra, hat, purse, holster or
elsewhere on your body? Now your vital and sometimes
private organs are basically in contact with the source of the microwaves, getting the
largest dose possible. Pocket Sticker is a high performance shielding patch that you stick
onto your clothing which reflects that radiation away from your body.
Simply invert the pocket, trim that patch to size if needed, peel and stick into place.
Nothing to remember and nothing to lose. Just make sure the patch is positioned between
you and the phone. Laboratory tested, the Pocket Sticker deflects up to 99% of cell phone
radiation away from the body. Can be used in jacket, shirt or pants pockets, holsters, bras,
purses and other places where you keep your phone.
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Pocket Sticker fabric: 90% cotton, 9.5% copper and 0.5% silver
Dimensions: 16cm x 10cm (6.25" x 3.9")
Advanced, high quality fabric and adhesive
Friendly on the skin, washable, durable and comfortable
Care Instructions: Machine wash, cold water. No bleach. Do not dry clean.

Each package contains 3 patches. Get enough for your wardrobe. Makes a great gift too!
Pocket Sticker (Cat. #Q333) …………………………………………………… $19.95

EVIDENCE BAG
Security Grade RF Shielded Pouch
When it absolutely, positively has to be shielded!
Evidence Bag is a double-layer, silver fabric,
shielded pouch made to industrial specifications for
forensic quality shielding. Field tests have shown
99.99% RF signal attenuation.
Prevents most phones from receiving or making
calls and protects the contents from RF radiation.
Double fold-over and Velcro-sealed opening is completely reusable and perfect for storing:
Pagers
Key fobs

EZYPass
GPS

Cell phones
RFID tags

Passports
Credit cards

ID badges
Homeopathic remedies

Great for travelling, shopping, or storage. Maintains shielding performance for hundreds of
captures. Accommodate flat objects up to 6.5 x 4 inches or smaller thick ones. Includes
clear external pocket to hold a label or tag. Evidence Bag (Cat. #Q470) ……….. $44.95

CUP HOLDER MOUNT FOR PHONES & GPS
Keeps Radiation Away From Your Body While Driving
So you decided you are going to use your cell phone in
your car, despite all the warnings. But you have the
good sense to keep it away from your head and body!
This handy mount can securely hold your phone, iPod,
MP3 player or GPS unit with confidence as your drive.
Allows easy access and a clear view. Can be used by
anyone in the car: driver, passenger, or even in the
back seat. Plugs securely into a cup holder and is fully
adjustable to any position. Cradle adjusts and can
securely accommodate devices up 3.5 inches wide.
Completely hands free. Can also be used on boats, recliners or anywhere a cup holder is
waiting. You can even do his’n’hers! (Cat. #Q728) ……………… $34.95
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